Ruleminer: a knowledge system for supporting high-throughput protein function annotations.
In this paper, we present RuleMiner, a knowledge system to facilitate a seamless integration of multi-sequence analysis tools and define profile-based rules for supporting high-throughput protein function annotations. This system consists of three essential components, Protein Function Groups (PFGs), PFG profiles and rules. The PFGs, established from an integrated analysis of current knowledge of protein functions from Swiss-Prot database and protein family-based sequence classifications, cover all possible cellular functions available in the database. The PFG profiles illustrate detailed protein features in the PFGs as in sequence conservations, the occurrences of sequence-based motifs, domains and species distributions. The rules, extracted from the PFG profiles, describe the clear relationships between these PFGs and all possible features. As a result, the RuleMiner is able to provide an enhanced capability for protein function analysis, such as results from the integrated sequence analysis tools for given proteins can be comparatively analyzed due to the clear feature-PFG relationships. Also, much needed guidance is readily available for such analysis. If the rules describe one-to-one (unique) relationships between the protein features and the PFGs, then these features can be utilized as unique functional identifiers and cellular functions of unknown proteins can be reliably determined. Otherwise, additional information has to be provided.